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Conclusion
An analysis to the epistemic collection level and it’s relation 

with the skiller performance in a game thick

The researcher : Athoaa Waror Naama Al-shamery 
The two supervise : A,D   munther Hashim Al-khateeb 
                                    D, Ammar Abass  

This thesis had five follow sections  : 
 

First section : a definition of research 
This section had the research’s introduction and it's importance 
which its concern to analyze the epistemic collection level and 
it’s relation with skiller performance in a game thick to advance 
the activity level in our dear country and competition in the  
Arabic sportive fields and acquisition the knowledge and the 
theoretical information which its contact with playing plans 
which it have by the explain and the theoretical  debates to the 
actions which its happened to sportsman during the application 
for the skill or sportive competition .

The research is aim to :
1-put a list for the epistemic collection by the indicators  ( the 
law , the history , the plans )
2- constitute  the tests to epistemic and scientific  collection to 
an antecedent players in the game thick .
3-the relation between the epistemic collection of players and 
their skiller  performance  in the game thick .

the suppositions of research :
there are a moral relation of the epistemic collection level and 
the skiller performance in the game thick .

 
 

the fields of research :
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the human field : the players of the clubs in the excellent 
periodical in the game thick ,their sums about 24 players .

the time field : the tests are made and the questionnaire forms 
was distribute  from 5-8 to 19 – 9 - 2004 .

the location field : the tests are made and the questionnaire 
forms were distribute in hole        in Babel and the hole of the 
sportive college in Arbile .

The second section : the theoretical and the similar studies 
this section include many of axis which its concern of this 
research ,it has an essence the epismetic collection  beside the 
relation of epismetic collection in the sportive games and the 
epismetic  importance in the sportive games beside of the 
epismetic  preparation of players and the relation of scientific 
epismetic with the action skills , addition , the importance of the 
tests and the epismetic measure , also this section has the action 
skills in the game thick ,all these are written with the similar 

studies and the similar competition . 

The third section: the method of section and it’s field 
measures 
In this research , it is used the description method  which it 
wiping method to suitable the natural of problem , this section 
include a description to the research and the performances of 
choice constitute to the premieres to limited the important 
epismetic axis which its choice by the experts in the flapper 
game , which on it ,it constitute the tests of epismetic collection 
then  limited the important suitable tests for the game thick’s 
players , and the  explain experiment of research ,with found the 
scientific basis and the theoretical and scientific tests and the 
important collection methods which its use in the treatment of 

results .  
 

The forth section:  presentation ,  analyze and discuses the 
results
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This section include presentation of carrying out a sample in the 
epismetic collection tests and the tests of basis skills in the game 
thick, presentation , analyze and discuss the results of epismetic 
collection and it’s relation with skiller performance indicators , 
presentation , analyze and discuss results of epismetic and it’s 
relation with the skiller performance  by meaning of                    

the fifth section : the conclusions and the 
recommendations 
      by discuss the results , it is arrive for these following 
deductions :
1- the results of players Upon the average in the normative 
levels ,but there are weakness appear in the normative 
collection tests .
2-   the results were appeared that there are contact meaning 
relation between the epismetic collection and both of skills (A 
forehand blow and a crushing blow ).
3-  the results were appeared that there are contact meaning 
relation between the legal axis  and both of skills (A forehand 
blow and a crushing blow ).
4-  there are moral relation between the planing axis and 
forehand blow .
5- there are moral contact relation between the historical axis 
and both of skill of forehand blow and a crushing blow .
6-  the results were appeared that there is no moral differences 
between the epismetic collection and each of skills (forehand 
blow and a crushing blow ).
7 - there is no differences between the legal axis and the 

skills (   forehand blow and a crushing blow) .
8-   there is no moral differences between the planning axis 
and the skills ( forehand blow , The blow of the dimensions , 
The blow of the sending ) .
9- there is no moral differences between the historical axis both 
of (forehand blow and a crushing blow) .
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The researcher was getting these following 
recommendations 
1-working to make training teams able to connect the subject 
with it’s scientific and thoutical frame to guarantee increasing 
the knowledge by the epismetic collection and participate in 
training rounds and increasing the information to conveyance 
the subject to the players , to have big chance to increasing the 
scientific knowledge .
2- A confirmation to creating a state of competition to open the 
way for the players to using the assistance ways and 
presentation , analyze and giving a better chance to participate 
in the competitions to prepare them scientifically and 
thoughtically to been more capacity for the mentions which its 
giving for them , in the competitions or when they want training 
.
3- its necessary to make a round tests to know the epismetic 
collection level  (the skills ) to know the effect of plan or 
method which its follow in the training .
4- A giving duties to the players to prepare methods and 
rounding reports to create a development state to increase the 
epismetic collection cause it’s the basis which support on it to 
create the teams .
5- A giving more time to training to develop the basis skills in 
the game thick .      
                        


